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Texas 944 for sale
Posted by dfisher42 - 31 Aug 2012 20:19
_____________________________________

1986 944 na, PO was an Porsche mechanic, rebuilt top end, water pump, all belts and balance shafts
replaced last month. I was turning into an autocross car but this thing needs to wheel to wheel, which I
don't have the time for.

Koni adjustables all around

Magnecor 8.5 Racing wires

weiltmeister throttle cam

No leaks anywhere on the car from the sun roof, rear hatch to all the front and rear engine seals

Wilks Race Chip

new MOMO steering wheel

battery pan rebuilt 100%

Lindsey Racing front and rear adjustable 968 M030 sway bars. new adjustable drop links and brackets

2 sets of wheels: 15&quot; phonies and a set of rare 17&quot; spinned 997 10 spokes with Michelin
Pilots.

with spacers

AC recently redone and blows extremely cold.

Asking $5900 OBO. In San Antonio.  Would love to keep it in Texas.  Trades will be considered. 
Thanks!

============================================================================

Re: Texas 944 for sale
Posted by dfisher42 - 21 Sep 2012 16:50
_____________________________________

Back on the market after a new clutch and steel control arms.  Gotta love the 944s!  All work being done
by Jones Autowerks in San Antonio.  I will have pics next week.  Any interest please email 
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 , or text /call 210-264-4615, same price even after all the work thats been done.  Thanks.

============================================================================

Re: Texas 944 for sale
Posted by dfisher42 - 21 Sep 2012 16:58
_____________________________________

How do I post pics from and iPhone?

============================================================================
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